
    
 

MEET THE PARTICIPANTS OF RECONNECT HUNGARY 2016 
F i r s t  A l u m n i  T r i p  M a r k s  F i f t h  A n n i v e r s a r y  

 
 

FOR THE FIFTH YEAR, the generosity of donors, 
sponsors and the Hungarian government will allow 
ReConnect Hungary Birthright Program to take yet 
another 36 qualified and deserving participants on the 
journey of their lifetime. From June 12-28, three groups 
of 12 Hungarian Americans and Canadians will travel to 
Hungary for a total cultural, educational and social 
immersion as part of this public-private partnership. 
Traveling simultaneously, the three groups will form 
lasting bonds and a strong future network as they 
explore the Hungary of today, along with their shared 
heritage and history.  

SOME OF THE EXCITING PROGRAM CHANGES 
implemented in 2016 include an increase in the upper 
age limit to 28, the addition of new elements like 
volunteering, and a bonus 7-day excursion to 
Transylvania, during which 15 current-year participants 
will be joining 10 alumni on their fifth anniversary trip.  

SINCE OUR 2012 LAUNCH, participants have come from 
all over the United States and Canada—from Alberta to 
Nova Scotia, from Hawai’i to Florida. Both coasts, as 
well as the heartland, are well represented this year. 
Each group is balanced for age, location, and 
commonality of interests. As in the past, this year there 
are once again three sibling pairs who have chosen to 
be in the same group. 

 

 
 

There are second, third, and even fourth generation 
participants, and only a few speak any Hungarian. They 
come from all walks of life: engineers, artists, 
philosophers, students of social work and international 
relations, to mention just a few.  

THEY ALL YEARN TO BE RECONNECTED to their heritage 
and for shared experiences with other like-minded 
peers. They want to fill this gap in their identity.  
 
THIS IS THE PROGRAM THEY HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR! 
 

 
 
 
 

 

● ● ● 
“My mother is a Hungarian immigrant via Sweden. My 
father was adopted. The only family history I have is in 
Hungary, and I know nothing about it.” Szofia Nickell 

● ● ● 
 

 
“The next step in my journey is to see the land 
and culture of my grandparents and at the 
same time learn my own story.” Taylor Stein 

 
 

“I know that Hungarian Jews have contributed 
enormously to society. I would like to spread this 
awareness, and to show people the close relationship 
that exists between Hungary and America.” Moshe Ash 

 
 

“This trip will allow me to widen my 
perspective of the world and, as a result, 
allow me to better advocate for the 
Hungarian community.” Olivia Vernetti 



 

   
 

 



 

 

ReConnect Hungary 
120 East 90th Street #5D, New York, NY 10128 
info@reconnecthungary.org 

www.ReConnectHungary.org 
1-844-4-MAGYAR (462-4927) 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

“I have to experience Hungary before 
I can feel fulfilled.” Casey Furlong 

“I feel a need to give back to the country that is 
helping me to define who I am.” Glen Oakley 


